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ADLER FURNITURE COATINGS 
AND WOOD SURFACE FINISHES

ADLER works with its full heart and soul in what it be-
lieves. ADLER is a family-based enterprise rich in traditions 
situated in Tyrol, and with a workforce of 500, it is Aus-
tria’s leading manufacturer of paints, varnishes and wood 
preservatives. Hence, the benchmarks that we set for our-
selves are the only ones that we follow. He who works with 
heart and soul has no half-hearted goal. Quality for us be-
gins with research and culminates with consultation and 
service. Around 16,000 tons of paints and varnishes leave 
the paints factory in Schwaz each year and are dispatched 
to customers in over 25 countries worldwide. Continuous 
and on-going tests and inspections ensure consistent 
quality of all ADLER products. 

Thanks to its philosophy, ADLER has become the leader in 
competence when it comes to surface treatment and fin-
ishing. And particularly so when the material concerned 
is wood. Wood as a naturally renewable material creates 
a comfortable living atmosphere in which human beings 
feel peaceful and relaxed. Wood stains and wood paints 
and varnishes from ADLER ensure the aesthetic unique-
ness of your furniture. 

ADLER has a comprehensive range of products that con-
tributes not only to the most diverse needs and require-
ments of design but also to the most different types of 
wood. Thus, all products that are necessary for profession-
al surface treatment of wood are available to our custom-
ers. From wood stains to PUR-based and water-based var-
nishes, paints, oils and waxes, and right up to professional 
preservation and care. Already more than two thirds of 
the 10,000 odd items manufactured are water-based. That 
environmental conservation is not merely lip service at  
ADLER is demonstrated by numerous awards and certifi-
cations, for which the paints and varnishes factory con-
ducts stringent tests and inspections regularly. This is 
why quality and sustainability have always been assigned 
higher priority by us than quick business transactions 
and profitability. This has made us an internationally ap-
proved, accepted and acknowledged premium brand.

IMPRINT: 
ADLER-Werk Lackfabrik Johann Berghofer GmbH & Co KG | Bergwerkstraße 22 | 6130 Schwaz
Tel. +43 5242 6922-0 | Fax +43 5242 6922-999 | info@adler-lacke.com | www.adler-lacke.com
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■  POLYURETHANE COATINGS 

■  POLYURETHANE COATINGS 

A beautiful and high-class piece of furniture makes you happy – it creates a com-
fortable feeling of well-being. We need to protect the wood surface from day-to-day 
strains and stresses so that this happiness can be enjoyed as long as possible: Wood 
coatings meet the requirement of providing the feature of protection. What brings 
true happiness is only what lasts a long time.

ADLER PUR-based coatings are modern solvent-based systems that meet the most 
demanding standards in furniture and interior decoration. The best resistance, 
both for chemical and mechanical stresses and strains, as well as ease of applica-
tion and use are the special features of this type of coating system.

ADLER offers the best choice of PUR-based coatings for the most diverse types of 
wood as well as the most varied design concepts.  Premium quality and efficient use 
are always ensured in the process. In this manner, you can meet almost any need or 
requirement for the surface as desired by your customers.
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LEGNOPUR VENTOPUR NG 

h.s.d.architekten Tischlerei Heilos | www.heilos.at

The high-class two-component PUR-based furniture 
varnish is suitable thanks to the  non-fading raw materials 
and even for applying the topcoat to white and colourfully 
painted surfaces with pigmented paints.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  outstanding build
+  non-fading and non-yellowing
+   highly non-combustible according to ÖNORM A3800-1  

and EN 13501-1
+  excellent stability on vertical surfaces
+  not harmful for painting toys

ADLER Legnopur meets all demands that are made of a
modern coating system and is impressive primarily on  
account of its all-round properties.

Item number  26211 et seqq
Containers 4 kg, 20 kg, 180 kg
Degree of gloss G10, G30, G50, G70, G90
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 82019

The new generation of the non-yellowing 2-component 
PUR-based varnish is impressive with its features of filling, 
fast drying and stackability. Moreover, ADLER Ventopur NG 
is suitable for coating children’s toys as well as wooden 
items that may occasionally come into contact with  
foodstuffs.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  high level of build
+  excellent mechanical and chemical resistance
+  good grain accentuation
+  outstanding resistance to yellowing
+  provided with UV filters
+  highly non-combustible and  

flame-retardant (EN13501-1)

Drying quickly and absolutely non-yellowing:
Perfection can be as fast as this – with  
ADLER Ventopur NG.

Item number  26391 et seqq
Containers  4 kg, 20 kg, 180 kg
Degree of gloss  G10, G30, G50, G70
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 82019
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PUR-SELECTTIROPUR NG

SpechtenhauserSchreinerei Beer

This varnish that has been best proven for decades with 
carpenters and cabinet makers has undergone continuous 
improvements and advanced development over the years. 
ADLER Tiropur NG has a fast drying feature and offers all 
other application-specific benefits that make it so popular 
with our customers.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  quick drying
+   2-component PUR-based clear coat for  

open-porous coating
+  excellent grain accentuation
+  good protection against light
+  outstanding mechanical and chemical resistance

ADLER Tiropur NG is impressive with its aesthetically 
highly appealing surfaces on hardwood and softwood  
and with its great safety of use.

Item number 25461 et seqq
Containers 4 kg, 10 kg, 20 kg, 180 kg
Degree of gloss G10, G30, G50, G70, G100
Hardener  ADLER PUR-Härter 82019

The ADLER PUR-based coating can be used both as 1-com-
ponent and as 2-component clear coat system and 
scores with optimised drying and sanding. Innovative  
raw materials ensure a high level of build and excellent 
mechanical and chemical resistance.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  high level of build
+  good mechanical and chemical resistance
+  good grain accentuation
+  suitable for „coat-on-coat“ working method
+  free from aromatic hydrocarbons
+  contains UV absorber
+  usable optionally as 1-component or 2-component

ADLER PUR-Select is particularly suitable for the 
„Coat-on-coat“ working method on furniture and  
interior decoration.

Item number  26011 et seqq
Containers  4 kg, 20 kg
Degree of gloss  G10, G30, G50, G70
Hardener  ADLER PUR-Härter 82029
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ADURO VITEA PUR-ANTISCRATCH HQ

NEW

h.s.d.architektenAnrei

The innovative 2-component PUR paint Aduro Vitea 
protects and maintains the authentic character of wood. 
With its 1-B1 resistance (ÖNORM A1605-12.1) it offers 
the same level of protection as conventional polyure-
thane paints, but the surface appears untreated due 
to the neutral grain accentuation and natural feel. 

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  natural raw wood appearance
+  neutral grain accentuation with natural feel
+  beautiful pore pattern
+  very good light protection
+  quick drying and good grindability
+  very good chemical and mechanical resistance
+   is suitable for heavily stressed surfaces in furniture  

and interior fittings, the kitchen and sanitary field  
as well as hotel and school facilities

Natural look with reliable protection.

Item number 2651 000105
Containers 4 kg, 20 kg
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 8239 000210

Even steel wool cannot harm the extremely resistant  
varnish based on new, innovative raw materials. Thanks  
to its excellent chemical and mechanical resistance, it  
provides ideal protection for highly stressed surfaces.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+   top-class full-bodied two-component PUR-based  

varnish based on new, innovative raw materials
+  extreme surface hardness and scratch-resistant
+  for highly stressed surfaces on furniture and  

interior decoration
+  may be used as topcoat or using the  

coat-on-coat method
+  non-fading and non-yellowing
+  highly non-combustible and flame-retardant

Does your tabletop need to withstand exposure to stress? 
Rely on the invisible protective screen of ADLER  
PUR-Antiscratch HQ.

Item number 26321 et seqq
Containers 4 kg, 20 kg
Degree of gloss G5, G10, G30, G50, G70
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 82019
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PIGMOTOPADURO SOFTMATT

Aduro Softmatt is a solvent-based 2-component matt 
paint that can be used universally as top coat in furni-
ture and interior design. It creates a uniform and natu-
ral looking deeply matt surface and a velvety feel.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  natural, transparent look with reliable protection
+  deeply matt, uniform appearance+velvety feel
+  high chemical and mechanical resistance thanks to 

innovative raw materials 
+  protects the wood ground and wood stain from  

premature yellowing and fading

Thanks to its recipe using new and innovative raw ma-
terials, Aduro Softmatt has very high scratch resistance.

Item number 2633 000105
Containers 4 kg, 20 kg
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 82017

 h.s.d.architektenHächer Küchen

NEW

This fast-drying polyurethane-based clear topcoat is par-
ticularly suitable for pigment-coated surfaces of furniture 
and interior decoration that withstand the “ring test”.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+   excellent mechanical and chemical resistance
+  outstanding resistance to yellowing
+  withstands the ring test

ADLER Pigmotop, the first choice for pigment-coated
surfaces resistant to abrasion by metallic objects.

Item number  25363 et seqq
Containers  4 kg, 20 kg
Degree of gloss  G10, G30, G50, G70, G100
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 82019
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ADURO PUR-GLANZLACK PUR-PRIMER

Forcher Tirol

This high gloss paint combines optimum surface hard-
ness with good polishing ability and also impresses with 
its crystal clear gloss and excellent yellowing resistance.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  colourless 2-component polyurethane high gloss paint
+  non-yellowing
+  brilliant shine
+   very good mechanical and chemical resistance
+  quick drying
+  good filling power
+  excellent buffing and polishing ability

Brilliant shine without yellowing on your 
high-gloss structures.

Item number 2632 000100
Containers 3 kg, 18 kg
Hardener  exclusively ADLER PUR-Härter
  8237 000210

This fast-drying 2-component PUR-based clear prim-
er coat is particularly suitable as a primer coat among 
water-thinnable coats. ADLER PUR-based primer roughens 
up the wood surfaces less than water-thinnable primer 
coats, which is why the effort for intermediate sanding 
gets reduced.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  excellent grain accentuation
+  good sanding
+  good build
+  no issues with discolouration caused by wood  

extractives soluble in water

ADLER PUR-Primer is particularly suitable
as the primer coat among water-thinnable coats.

Item number 25291
Containers 4 kg, 20 kg
Hardener  ADLER PUR-Härter 82019
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PUR-FÜLLGRUND HTPUR-FÜLLGRUND

DamorSpechtenhauser

Transparent two-component PUR-based self-filling 
clear primer with high elasticity for high-class closed-
pore coatings.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  excellent grain accentuation and lustrous depth
+  good sanding properties
+  outstanding elasticity
+   no formation of cracks despite high levels of  

film thickness
+  high level of build

For particularly full-bodied structures or 
constructions with a high level of transparency 
and enormous luminance.

Item number 25252
Containers 5 kg, 20 kg
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 82032

The highly transparent primer is also characterised by its 
high body level, good drying properties and excellent per-
manent flexibility. ADLER PUR-Füllgrund HT is particularly 
suitable for achieving high quality high gloss coatings.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES
+  excellent transparency, brilliant depth
+  very good filling power
+  good grain accentuation
+  excellent pore flow and spread
+  good light screen

For extremely transparent and particularly full-bodied  
structures in the furniture and interior finishing sector.  
Particularly suitable for applying several coats.

Item number 2530 000200
Containers 5 kg
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 8233 000210
Dilution  ADLER DD-Verdünnung 80019
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PUR-SPRITZFÜLLER PUR-ISOFILL WEISS

Zegen, Ukraine Schreinerei Wirth-Bucher / Donau-Iller-BankDamor

This fast-drying, well-sanding pigmented filler has good 
stability and excellent permanent elasticity.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  high level of build
+  good stability on vertical surfaces
+  can be used on rough and veneered particle boards
+   MDF boards must be pre-insulated with suitable 

two-component PUR-based varnishes

Do you need fast drying and prompt grinding –  
even with the machine? In that case, use the ADLER 
PUR-Härter (Hardener) S 82040!

Item number 25513 et seqq
Containers 4 kg, 30 kg
Hardener  ADLER PUR-Härter 82019 or  

ADLER PUR-Härter S 82040

This Decopaint-compliant 2-component pigmented  
filler dries quickly, has high filling power and excellent 
sanding. It is characterised by its good stability on  
vertical surfaces and excellent permanent elasticity.  
ADLER PUR-Isofill (Insulation filler) can be used directly  
on high-class MDF panels.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  conforms to Decopaint
+  very easy to sand or grind
+  high level of build
+  excellent insulating effect 
+  outstanding permanent elasticity
+  excellent stability on vertical surfaces
+   good adhesion even on carrier plates coated with  

priming films
+  easy and fast option for pigmented coats

For professional coats having a dull finish. Would  
you like to have faster drying and quick sanding or  
grinding? Use ADLER PUR-Härter S 82040!

Item number 25506
Containers 4 kg, 24 kg
Hardener   ADLER PUR-Härter 82019 or  

ADLER PUR-Härter S 82040
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ADURO MDF-4IN1PUR-ECOFILL

KettnakerPrödl

Insulation, filler, coloured paint and spray-on paint  
in one – and also comes in many colours. The modern  
pigment paint can easily be used directly on priming  
films or on good quality MDF boards.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  quick drying 2-component PUR pigment paint
+  good filling power
+  excellent sanding properties
+  very good ring indentation resistance
+  can be used directly on MDF boards and priming films
+  optimal chemical and mechanical resistance
+  large colour range in 3 gloss levels

Aduro MDF-4in1 is the complete solution for 
opaque coats from one can.

Item number  2201 et seqq
Containers  1 kg, 4 kg, 20 kg
Colours  12 standard colour shades, RAL, NCS 

and sanitary colours can be mixed
Degree of gloss G10, G30, G50
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 82019

This opaque 2-component sealing filler without aromatic 
compounds impresses with its quick drying, high body 
level and very good sanding properties. ADLER PUR-Ecofill 
can be used directly on high-grade MDF boards, has a 
good staying power and is therefore ideally suitable for 
painting vertical and suspended parts.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+ quick drying
+ high body level
+ very good sanding properties
+ good firmness on vertical surfaces
+ excellent permanent flexibility
+ free of aromatic compounds

Due to its good staying power, also suitable for profiled
workpiece shapes and battens

Item number 25501
Containers 4 kg, 24 kg
Hardener  ADLER PUR-Härter 82019 or 82017
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PIGMOPUR GLOSS NGPIGMOPUR

Claudia Mayerhofer / www.katsey.org Małysz Meble

This pigment coat leaves no colour shade to be desired 
andit impresses with higher covering power and excel-
lent stability on edges and vertical components.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  high-class polyurethane pigment coat
+  excellent light fastness
+  sharp pore pattern with open-pore coating

By adding ADLER Pigmofix RF 90695 you can obtain 
surfaces resistant to abrasion by metallic objects.

Item number  24005 et seqq
Containers   1 kg, 3 kg (only base colour shades), 

4 kg and 20 kg
Colour shades   12 standard colour shades, all NCS,  

RAL, and sanitary colour shades, etc. 
can be mixed

Degree of gloss  G50
Hardener  ADLER PUR-Härter 82019 or  

ADLER PUR-Härter S 82040

The 2-component processable high gloss paint is  
now available in the full RAL colour range. The glossy 
2-component PUR paint is characterised by its brilliance 
and good coverage. The high gloss paint is impressive  
due to its quick drying properties and can already be 
buffed after 24 hrs. It is equally suitable for use in the 
trades and in industry.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  pigmented 2-component PUR high gloss paint
+  quick drying
+  can be buffed after 24 hrs
+  brilliant gloss
+  very good mechanical and chemical resistance
+  good processability
+  good coverage

ADLER Pigmopur Gloss is suitable for painting furniture, 
interior fixtures and fronts with pigmented high gloss 
paint in the residential sector.

Iitem number   White  2419 000010 
Black  2419 500001

  other RAL shades can be supplied
Containers 4 kg
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 8234 000210
Dilution  ADLER DD-Verdünnung 80019
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BRILLIANT-METALLIC

Schreinerei Beer FM Küchen

From copper and bronze, gold and titanium through to
a silver effect: ADLER Brilliant-Metallic gives any piece of 
furniture an unmistakable finish in a genuine metal look – 
without adding classic glittery pigments. The solvent-based 
paint system is efficient and versatile, provides good cover-
age and a sophisticated appearance.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  brilliant metallic effect
+   available in 5 metal colours: silver, gold, titanium, 

bronze, copper
+  high brilliance

ADLER Brilliant-Metallic is also suitable for heavy duty
furniture surfaces such as kitchen fronts.

Item number   Silver  2492 053429 
Gold  2492 053430 
Titanium  2492 053431 
Bronze  2492 053432 
Copper  2492 053433

Containers 0.9 kg
Hardener ADLER PUR-Härter 82019
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■  WATER-BASED COATINGS
Nature is a precious resource that we must protect in the best possible manner. It is 
for this reason that no efforts have been spared in recent years at ADLER in order to 
develop water-based paints that meet the high standards of quality in commercial 
and industrial applications despite the low solvent content.

ADLER water-based varnishes and paints may be referred to as milestones in this 
respect. It is taken for granted by ADLER today that all types of paints have excellent 
resistance to creams and grease. Even transparency and good grain accentuation 
come very close in appearance to that provided by customary solvent-based coat-
ings. However, in doing so, it should not be overlooked that the modern water-based 
coating systems are superior to the solvent-based ones in several aspects, e.g. filling 
power, recycling capability and elasticity.

Nonetheless, the most important is that ADLER water-based paints protect your 
furniture in an eco-friendly manner, and yet, reliably. In this way, we make consider-
able contribution to the maintenance of our living environment.
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BLUEFIN SMART AQUA-RESIST

NEW

Anrei Anrei

Water-thinnable one-component varnish with excellent 
chemical and mechanical resistance. This varnish is 
resistant to cream and grease and has excellent grain 
accentuation, transparency and filling power. With the 
help of a special UV filter, it protects the surface against 
premature yellowing or fading

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+   excellent chemical and mechanical  

resistance
+  outstanding build
+  excellent grain accentuation
+  excellent resistance to cream and grease
+  excellent stability on vertical surfaces

ADLER Aqua-Resist is the only 1-component clear coat 
that achieves the resistance class 1-B1 in accordance 
with ÖNORM A 1605-12. Moreover, it is also suitable for 
use with the “coat-on-coat” method of working.

Item number 30461 et seqq
Containers 5 kg, 25 kg
Degree of gloss G5, G10, G30, G50, G70, G90

The innovative furniture varnish Bluefin Smart paves 
the way for a completely new surface treatment – the 
surface is finished with just one spray application and 
subsequent smoothing. This “smart” companion saves 
the processor time and money. In addition to its efficient 
application, this clear coat with its dull matt appearance 
and velvety feel conjures up natural-looking furniture in 
no time at all.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  natural-looking surface
+  dull matt look with velvety feel
+  no shine
+  low-emission: VOC content below 3 %.
+  very good mechanical resistance
+  offers optimum protection against scratches
+   suitable for living room and bedroom furniture  

as well as interior fittings

Efficient processing with just one application.

Item number  2990 000105
Containers 4 kg, 20 kg
Hardener   ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82221
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AQUA-SOFT CFB AQUA-SEC CFB

Forcher Tirol Schösswender Möbel

Water-thinnable and transparent varnish excellent 
all-round properties, for coating furniture exposed 
to high levels of stress and strain.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+   usable optionally as one-component or  

two-component
+  outstanding build
+  excellent grain accentuation
+  high transparency
+  excellent resistance to cream and grease
+  3 days of pot life

A modern coating system claiming to be of top
quality and having highly user-friendly properties.

Item number 30361 et seqq
Containers 5 kg, 25 kg, 120 kg
Degree of gloss G10, G30, G50, G70
Cross-linking agent ADLER Aqua-Vernetzer 82210

Transparent water-based paint with fast drying and
excellent stackability – properties that are particularly 
required in mass manufacture of furniture pieces.  
For 2-component processing, ADLER Aqua-Sec CFB is  
suitable for painting stairs in the residential sector.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  usable optionally as 1-component or 2-component
+  good build
+  fast drying
+  quick stackability
+  excellent resistance to cream and grease

The strength of ADLER Aqua-Sec CFB lies in
fast drying, which assures the user short throughput  
times. This paint is particularly suitable for mass  
production of components for furniture and equipment  
for the living room and bedroom.

Item number 30291 et seqq
Containers 4 kg, 22 kg, 120 kg
Degree of gloss G10, G30, G50, G70
Hardener ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82220
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AQUA-MIRA CFB AQUA-STEP SILENT

Wieland Treppen GmbHAnrei

The new, water-thinnable clear multicoat finish system
can be used as a single component and is impressive 
with its excellent filling power. Special UV filters prevent 
premature yellowing or fading of the wood substrate.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  excellent grain accentuation and good transparency
+  highly resistant to cream and grease
+  good resistance to chemical and 
    mechanical impact
+  excellent stability on vertical surfaces

Diverse areas of application, perfect properties for
use and excellent filling power – the all-rounder 
ADLER Aqua-Mira CFB is also ideally suited for applying 
the finish to chairs and other framed pieces of furni-
ture.

Item number 30471 et seqq
Containers 5 kg, 25 kg
Degree of gloss G10, G30, G50, G70

ADLER Aqua-Step Silent reduces squeaking noises on  
wooden staircases, is slip resistant and can be processed  
in a choice of 1 or 2-component. Due to the improved  
wearing through and abrasion resistance, ADLER Aq-
ua-Step Silent stands up to high mechanical loads even  
when used as 1-component.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  no squeaking noises
+  excellent abrasion resistance
+  very good firmness on vertical surfaces
+  outstanding chemical resistance
+  resistant to cream and grease
+  can be processed as 1 and 2-component
+  slip resistant
+  anti-slip class R9 according to DIN 51130

Designed for painting staircases in the
commercial and industrial sectors.

Item number 3043
Containers 4 kg, 22 kg
Degree of gloss G10, G30, G50
Hardener ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82220
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AQUA-TOP ANTISCRATCH AQUA-FEEL CFB

Wieland Treppen GmbH GwinnerLeicht Küchen

Water-thinnable and highly resistant 2-component clear 
topcoat for furniture surfaces, where the maximum 
chemical resistance and excellent scratch resistance  
are called for.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  maximum chemical resistance
+   can be used as the topcoat with pigment  

coat surfaces as well as colourless coating
+  excellent mechanical resistance
+   yields surfaces that are highly resistant to  

abrasion by metallic surfaces
+  non-yellowing

ADLER Aqua-Top Antiscratch protects furniture in  
the best possible way from signs of daily use.

Item number 30340 et seqq
Containers 4 kg
Degree of gloss G5, G10, G30, G50
Hardener  ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82221

Water-thinnable, matt 2-component clear topcoat for 
maintaining the natural finish of untreated wood with a 
velvet-like grip and excellent scratch resistance.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+   excellent scratch resistance:  prevents the matt  

surface from appearing to be polished up even in  
case of high level of stress

+  excellent mechanical resistance
+  beautiful pore pattern
+  high level of resistance to light

The “uncoated appearance” of ADLER Aqua-Feel CFB, 
in combination with its velvet-like and natural feel, 
creates a unique feeling of well-being. As a result, you 
can feel nature even in the painted condition.

Item number 30431
Containers 4 kg, 20 kg
Degree of gloss deep matt 
Hardener ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82221
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BLUEFIN SOFTMATT AQUA-INTENSE GL

Gwinner RADON photography 

Bluefin Softmatt can be used universally as a primer  
or top coat when a particularly natural, deep matt feel-
good finish is required. Regardless of the viewing angle,  
the surface always looks uniform with a consistently  
deep matt gloss level – and thanks to anti-fingerprint  
properties without annoying marks.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  can be used as a top coat, but also paint-on-paint
+   excellent all-round properties – for colourless natural 

structures or as a top coat for pigmented areas
+   deep matt, warm feel-good finish with fine, 

silky feel
+  very uniform matting level
+   very natural pore pattern, thus giving a particularly 

natural appearance
+  anti-fingerprint properties

Particularly suitable for home furniture and  
in interior finishing.

Item number 3052000105
Containers 4 kg, 20 kg
Hardener ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82221

Water-thinnable 2-component primer varnish, particular-
ly for grain-accentuating water-based painted surfaces for 
items of furniture and interior decoration. Even dark types 
of wood with distinctive designs get a vivid appearance.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  extremely low green discolouration on oak wood
+  for non-combustible or flame-retardant coats
+   excellent grain accentuation and outstanding  

transparency
+  good build

On account of the excellent blocking effect to
colouring wood extractives that are soluble in water, 
ADLER Aqua-Intense GL can also be used perfectly
on problematic types of wood so far such as oak wood.

Item number 30016
Containers  4.5 kg, 25 kg
Hardener ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82220
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BLUEFIN ISOSPEED BLUEFIN PIGMORES 4IN1

The water-based complete solution is insulation, filler,  
colour lacquer and top coat all in one. Bluefin Pigmores 
4in1 enables uncomplicated and straightforward han-
dling and at the same time ensures good filling power 
and grindability.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  water-based 2-component pigment paint 
+  very good filling power and optimal grindability
+  high chemical and mechanical resistance 
+  very good ring test resistance
+  can be applied directly on MDF boards
+  resistant to cream and grease (CFB)
+  free of organotin and with low VOC emissions
+ large palette of nuances 
+  also available as texture paint 

The water-based complete solution that  
puts efficiency first.

Item number 3501 et seqq
Containers 1 kg, 4 kg, 22 kg
Hardener ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82221

KettnakerAnrei

NEW

Water-based opaque spray filler with quick drying, high 
body level and good sanding properties. ADLER Bluefin 
Isospeed is available in the entire RAL colour range with 
immediate effect and can be processed as either a 1 or 
2-component application. In the case of 2-component 
application, very good insulation properties against 
water-soluble staining substances in the wood and can 
be used directly on MDF boards.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  very good stability
+   excellent sanding properties 

(even when sanding with a machine)
+  quick drying
+  1 and 2-component processing
+  can be tinted in all RAL colours

Due to its very good stability, Bluefin Isospeed is also  
suitable for painting suspended and vertical furniture  
and interior fixtures.

Item number  3134
Containers 4 kg, 22 kg
Colour  White 3134000030
  Black  3134500001
  other RAL shades can be supplied

Hardener ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82220



■  WATER-BASED COATINGS

BLUEFIN PIGMOSOFT 

NEW

PIGMOCRYL NG

KettnakerGwinner

Compared to other matt paints, Bluefin Pigmosoft is char-
acterised by an innovative self-regeneration which pro-
tects the surface from shine and regenerates automatical-
ly in case of heavy use. Fingerprints are almost completely 
avoided thanks to special anti-fingerprint protection.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  innovative self-regeneration
+  very good scratch and ring indentation resistance
+  excellent gloss properties
+  anti-fingerprint protection
+  dull matt look with velvety feel
+  high opacity and light resistance
+  available in all RAL and NCS colour shades

Self-regenerating 2-component pigment paint with 
a velvety soft feel and dull matt appearance.

Item number  3295 et seqq
Containers  4 kg, 20 kg
Hardener ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter 82221

Water-based 1-component pigment paint with quick dry-
ing and good mechanical and chemical resistance. The new 
generation of the coloured paint can be tinted in all NCS 
and RAL colours and has very good coverage.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  quick drying
+  high anti-blocking properties
+  very good coverage
+  high variety of colours
+   high resistance to mechanical and chemical 

loads as well as exposure to light
+  single component processing

For use on open and closed-pored painted pigment  
paint surfaces on furniture and interior fixtures.

Item number 3201 et seqq
Containers 1 kg, 4 kg, 22 kg
Standard colours  White W10, RAL 9010, RAL 9016, Black
Degree of gloss G10, G30, G50
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■  OILS AND WAXES

Products manufactured with care and diligence, prudent production processes 
and demanding surfaces are an expression of the ties that ADLER has with natural 
materials from our environment. 
 
This is particularly demonstrated by our range of natural oils and waxes for wood 
finishing. The products of the Legno range whose formulation is based on renewa-
ble raw materials are not only eco-friendly and healthy for living, but they are pri-
marily user-friendly in application and thus, efficient to use by the professional.
 
With the wide range of oils, waxes, hard wax oils and preservative products, you 
can meet the needs and requirements of all natural surfaces – regardless of wheth-
er it is a piece of furniture, interior decoration or a parquet floor. You can also use 
coloured oil-based coatings without a problem.



■  OILS AND WAXES

LEGNO-ÖL LEGNO-WACHS

Forcher TirolAnrei

The user-friendly, fast-drying Legno-Öl is suitable for all 
surfaces made from hardwood or softwood indoors. The 
oil penetrates deeply into the surface, it is water-repel-
lent and emphasises the natural texture of the wood 
with excellent grain accentuation. Liquids and dirt can 
be washed off easily. 

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  easy to use
+  fast drying
+  repels water and dirt
+  slip-resistant and anti-static
+  pleasant feel and touch
+  not self-igniting

Universal oil for furniture and items of interior 
decoration, parquet and wooden flooring indoors.

Item number Colorless  50880
  White  50881
Containers 750 ml, 2.5 l, 5 l

The Legno-Wachs applied on wooden surfaces acts like  
a water-repellent and dirt-repellent protective film. It 
lends a matt finish to wood components treated with it 
and gives them uniform appearance as well as velvet-like 
soft grip. You can obtain surfaces with a special feel when 
the wax is polished with a brush having leather gusset 
after allowing the wax to dry overnight. 

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  easy to use
+  fast drying
+  fancy matt finish
+  velvet-like soft grip
+  anti-static
+  not self-igniting

ADLER Legno-Wachs is perfectly suited for obtaining 
natural, velvet-like soft surfaces on items of furniture 
and interior decoration.

Item number  50890
Containers  750 ml, 5 l
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LEGNO-COLORLEGNO-HARTWACHSÖL

Anrei

Legno-Hartwachsöl (hard wax oil) comprises naturally 
renewable raw materials and combines the favourable 
properties of oils and waxes. This product with high solid 
content is particularly eco-friendly on account of its high 
content of solids. Compared to other Legno products, it is 
generally sufficient to apply Legno-Hartwachsöl (hard  
wax oil) only once. 

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  particularly eco-friendly
+  good durability and excellent grain accentuation 
+  anti-static
+  only one coat is required
+  meets the criteria of ecological residential construction
+  meets the UZ 06 guidelines

With this particularly eco-friendly product, you can  
also apply coatings that love to meet the criteria of  
ecological residential construction. It is also suitable  
for parquet floors.

Item number 50821
Containers 750 ml, 2.5 l

Relying on natural wood finish does not mean dispensing 
with variety in colours. With Legno-Color, ADLER offers 
an oil, which enables you to use a wide range of colours 
in your unique design. In the process, the texture of the 
wood is not covered, but you achieve uniform colouration. 

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  easy to use
+  fast drying
+  can be blended in various colours
+  uniform colouration
+  excellent resistance to water
+  not self-igniting

With the wide range of colours, this coloured oil facili-
tates unique design of furniture, items of interior  
decoration, parquet and wooden floors indoor.

Item number 50875
Containers 750 ml



■  POLYURETHANE COATINGS 
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■  OILS AND WAXES

To clean stubborn dirt and grease use ADLER Legno-Reini-
ger (cleaner). The universal Legno-Pflegeöl (care oil) fresh-
ens up oiled wood surfaces. It soaks deep and quickly into  
the surface. The oil is spread thinly and evenly on the  
furniture simply by wiping.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  simple usage
+  cleans and refreshes wood surfaces
+  mild odour
+  Legno-Pflegeöl is quickly absorbed

Legno-Reiniger (cleaner)
Item number  80025
Containers 250 ml, 1 l

LEGNO-REINIGER & 
LEGNO-PFLEGEÖLLEGNO-ZIRBENÖL

LEGNO-PFLEGESET
High quality set for the regular cleaning and care of oiled 
wood surfaces such as furniture, wood and parquet floors 
as well as interior fixtures.

Item number 7029 00021001
Containers  Legno-Reiniger  

(cleaner) 125 ml 80025
 Legno-Pflegeöl 
 (care oil) 125 ml 50882 
 abrasive grit
 cleaning cloth 
 care instructions

Anrei Anrei

Particularly in sleeping and relaxation areas, people 
increasingly appreciate the positive properties of 
Swiss pine on their feeling of well-being. The high 
quality ADLER Legno-Zirbenöl is used to protect 
against stains and to care for furniture made of Swiss 
pine. The natural properties of the Swiss pine and its 
fragrance are maintained. Legno-Zirbenöl contains 
100 % pure organic Swiss pine oil among other things. 
It soaks in quickly and has a water-repellent effect.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  simple usage
+  fast drying
+  water-repellent
+  perspiration and spittle-resistant (ÖNORM S 1555)
+  pleasant feel
+  not self-igniting

Natural biological Swiss pine oil to protect and  
care for Swiss pine wood. Contains the natural  
fragrance of the wood.

Item number 702800020007
Containers 750 ml

Legno-Pflegeöl (care oil)
Item number 50882
Containers 250 ml
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■  PRESERVATION & CARE

Clean-Möbelreiniger  (Clean-Furniture Detergent) contains 
cleaning substances that remove dust, dirt and fingerprints 
from painted surfaces. For additional care we recommend 
the new Clean-Möbelpflege Plus (Clean-Furniture Care Plus). 
The care product forms a protective film against water and 
impurities. The enhanced furniture care is also suitable for 
the preservation of matt and dull matt paint surfaces.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  cleans and gives a fresh, new appearance
+  protects against water and impurities
+  for the preservation of matt and dull matt surfaces

The combination of ADLER Clean-Möbelreiniger and 
Clean-Möbelpflege Plus effectively rejuvenates furniture 
and provides additional protection.

Clean-Möbelreiniger
Item number 9649012
Containers 500 ml

Clean-Möbelreiniger Set and Clean-Möbelpflege Plus Set
Both sets also contain a cleaning cloth and a spray head for 
better distribution.

Clean-Möbelreiniger Set
Item number 9649017
Containers 500 ml

Clean-Möbelpflege Plus Set
Item number 7222 00021017
Containers 250 ml

CLEAN-MÖBELREINIGER & 
CLEAN-MÖBELPFLEGE PLUS SERVICE-KOFFER

The service suitcase contains all important  
materials, which are necessary for touching up slight  
damage on the surface.

CONTENTS:
+  range of Grilith wood wax bars
+  range of Grilith hard wax bars
+  1 hard wax melting unit
+   3 spray cans with Grilith furniture spray coat in  

different degrees of gloss
+  12 Grilith Flexpen retouching pens
+  2 topcoat pens
+  1 hard wax plane
+  1 Preval sprayer
+  1 special polish
+   1 paint scraper, sandpaper and steel wool, 

brush and cloth pieces

With the ADLER Service Suitcase, the fitter has all important 
materials and tools that he needs as „First Aid“ during instal-
lation. The reason is that even with maximum care, small 
accidents or incidents cannot be prevented completely.

All materials or components can also be 
ordered out separately.

Item number  9644017
NEW

Anrei

Clean-Möbelpflege Plus
Item number 7222 00021014
Containers 250 ml



■  POLYURETHANE COATINGS 

Attempts have been made for several centuries to emphasise the natural beauty of wood more intensely by “colouration”.  
In this tradition, ADLER has a comprehensive range of wood stains that contributes not only to the most diverse design needs 
and requirements but also to the most different types of wood. ADLER is always in sync with the times and provides top-class 
solutions for the most diverse situations and current trends: Should the wood look antique? Or should it look like wood from a 
cosy farmhouse? With pleasure. Or rather modern and futuristic? This is no issue. With products ranging from “Neoantik”  
to “Classic” and right up to “Style” – Austria’s leading expert on wooden surfaces leaves nothing more to be desired when  
it comes to wood stains. Apart from aesthetic beautification, ADLER wood stains also balance out minor irregularities or differ-
ent wood colour shades and allow the wood to have an elegant finish once again. ADLER wood stains thus represent a  
decisive contribution to the aesthetic appreciation of your furniture.

For detailed information on the ADLER stain range, please refer to our ADLER stain catalogue.

STAINS
■  STAINS

WATER-BASED WOOD STAINS

Arova Aqua-Classic 
Hardwood stain for an appearance on the stained  
article that does not accentuate the wood pores

Arova Aqua-Style / Arova Aqua-Style Trend
Hardwood stain for a peaceful and particularly 
uniform appearance of the stained article

Arova Aqua-Neoantik / Arova Aqua-Neoantik Trend
Hardwood stain for an antique finish of stains that 
accentuate the wood pores, with colour shades for  
strikingly colourful shades

Arova Aqua-Wischbeize 
Hardwood stain for a remarkable appearance

Arova Aqua-Alpin / Arova Aqua-Alpin Trend
Softwood stain for an antique-finish, remarkably
positive stain finish

Arova Positiv-Ultra
Softwood stain for an elegant, distinctive positive  
stain appearance

Arova Wachsbeize
Softwood wax-based stain with remarkably  
appealing appearance

Arova Aqua-Colora
Semi-transparent stain with pigmentation for hard  
and soft wood

SOLVENT-BASED WOOD STAINS

Arova Rustica
Hardwood stain for an intensively porous appearance

Arova Spritzbeize 
Hardwood stain for an overall pattern of uniform emphasis  
of the wood pores
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ADDITIVES
PIGMOFIX G

PIGMOFIX V

■  ADDITIVES

This additive increases the adhesion of the paint
on glass surfaces and provides good protection
against moisture infiltration.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  easy to stir in
+  creates an excellent paint adhesion on glass
+  good protection against delamination due to moisture

Item number 90699
Containers 200 g

This special additive was developed to create an
even and streak-free result when painting glass using
a paint roller and to improve how it spreads.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES:
+  delays drying – long open time
+  good processing properties
+  improves the spreading properties

Item number 90694
Containers 400 g



■  POLYURETHANE COATINGS 

ADLER-Werk Lackfabrik · A-6130 Schwaz/Tirol · Bergwerkstraße 22 · T. +43 5242 6922-0 
info@adler-lacke.com · www.adler-lacke.com · facebook.com/adlerlacke

ADLER Česko s.r.o. · Pražská 675/10 · CZ - 642 00 Brno - Bosonohy · T. +420 731 725 957 
ADLER Italia S.r.l. · Via per Marco 12/D · I-38068 Rovereto · T. +39 0464 425 308
ADLER Benelux BV · De Boelakkers 12 · NL-5591 RA Heeze · T. +31 85 064 2020

ADLER Deutschland GmbH · Kunstmühlstr. 14 · D-83026 Rosenheim · T. +49 8031 304 5174 
ADLER Lack AG · Etzelstraße 5 · CH-8856 Tuggen · T. +41 55 465 2121  
ADLER Polska Sp. z o.o. · ul. Tyniecka 229 · PL-30-376 Kraków · T. +48 12 252 4001 
ADLER Slovensko s.r.o. · Montážna 3 · SK-971 01 Prievidza · T. +421 46 5199 621
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Over 80 years ago, Johann Berghofer laid the foundation stone
for ADLER and work was started to develop its own paints.

Much has changed since that time, but one thing has 
stayed the same: our passion for colour, which drives us day 

after day to work on the perfect surface coating. 

Paint runs through our veins.


